Superb leveling, even in damp, trashy conditions.

POLY ON BLADES
Prevents Sticking • Longer Blade Life • Sheds Trash Better

4” x 6” x 1/2” thick angle blade w/1/2” x 1-1/2” hardened steel wear strip and 1/2” thick ultra-high density poly facing

Spring-loaded blade trip mechanism

Adjustable & greaseable blade hanger assemblies

Heavy-duty side frames w/extended front runners

Heavy-duty adjustable tongue assembly w/transport bars

The Bigham Land Leveler smooths, pulverizes, and levels the field. It helps in the removal of “pot holes” in your field, reducing the amount of crop loss due to crops drowning.

Leveling breaks up clods and smoothes over disc furrows and disc ridges giving your field a more level seedbed, allowing you to plant your seed at a more uniform depth for a healthy stand.

In dry weather, leveling seals the ground as you level, thus retaining moisture vital to your seed development.

Note several new features on our levelers: poly plastic wear face on all blades with a hardened steel wear strip on the bottom of the blades, better balancing, and better blade positioning for lower leveling.